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Swami:  Good evening. 
 
Students:  Good evening Swami. 
 
Swami: I hope I’m not disturbing. I came here for disturbing. 
Welcome to everybody my Dear Divine Souls. Point One, this is 
the most tight highest important time in your life to get trained in 
all angles. You need to prove to me what you know. Already I 
gave in the Skype. You saw it. You have full right on me, "Swami I 
want to test this." I'm ready to make happy to prove it in front of 
you, knowledge wise, subject wise, miracle wise, healing wise, 
dignity and the divine wise. A cobra bitted, how you going to suck 
the poison Swami?"   
Yes, I'll prove it but in this planet, nobody has no right to 
command, to criticize the Guru Parampras. You go to Shirdi Baba - 
style is different. He has a big, how you call it, hookah, smoking 
pipe. He had his own style. Just now I had a little small red wine. 
Yes, I'm not lying it's true. It's health-wise relaxing. I'm not big 
that… it's necessary. But you have two more days-time left. I'll 
take the abhishek after the Baba early morning. Everybody will 
also have holy bath. I'll cut my hand and put my blood 
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thumbprint on your book on my signature. That is the final in a 
sense, certification to be allow you. But I'll take whenever I want it 
and the Guru Parampara decided through me. Definitely within 
ninety days, this I will come. Please don't cheat me.  
Criticisms are natural. Any divine masters, anybody criticizing is a 
natural but how much you are loyal to yourself, first question one. 
How much you know the knowledge? How much you did great 
good help to the humanity in this planet? What you did, the 
service in your life to make the people happy? You think yourself, 
are you really happy or not? 
You guys you need to be as a family unity, whole your group 
ninety-day program. This your family, even though ‘Come and 
Go’ people – somebody's sick, somebody got psychological 
problem whatever it is, and yes everybody need to be unity. Once 
the unity is there, then the divinity automatically comes up. 
Without unity, you cannot do anything - take it for granted. My 
Dear Divine Souls, heartfully I'm asking since twelve, thirteen, 
fourteen years, my waiting, my concentration, you saw that in my 
Theatre Room, Monika T and Greg, they had the video clippings 
how many hours?  (Swami's teachings about Jesus in 1999). 
 
Monika T: Like fifteen hours. 
 
Swami:  Fifteen hours. How many years back that is? Nine years? 
 
Monika T: Twelve years. 
 
Swami:  Twelve years. On the day I started that, many people 
keep cheated me, cheated straightly – forgive, Baba, to say that. 
Yes, they cheated me; they misused me. Even now, again they 
restarted the game blaming on unnecessary stuff. Don't go in the 
darkness. Eleven years back, fifteen hours, the video clipping is 
there. You can watch it. At the time this whole ashram is very tiny 
and very small. Okay. 
Your Swami's eating an apple. He's eating a chicken tandoori, I 
don't know what is that, I don't know chicken makani, whatever it 
is or eating fish – a right fish, a direct fish, a fresh fish whatever it 
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is, who cares? Ten girlfriends, twenty girlfriends, thirty girlfriends 
– so what? So what? "Oh, he drank ten liters of the wine," good. 
Next, what? What's the story? Nonsense. You read the palm leaf, 
get the perfect judgment, come the clarity, come in the divine, 
implement in the dignity way. That is humanity, otherwise why 
we need to live on this planet? The knowledge is a Dettol, Dettol 
cleaning - no more virus.  
The blocks, egoism, your personal blocks implementing, 
influencing on somebody whoever they're doing it, they're the 
biggest criminals, spiritual criminals - don't tolerate them. You 
have to be very careful. Ten years they're with me. Twelve years 
somebody is with me, all of sudden they changed their lifestyle. 
They have affair with the different girls, different boys, different 
people, different, different, different and they have a lot of 
confusions because they don't have the clarity. They're own blocks 
is implementing on making the judgment on the divinity. Don't 
carry that type of disease! Today's subject is that, nein, German 
language, nein. No! 
A few new students are here. Yes, I respect them too, and I bless 
them too, my affection with them always. Please, whatever you 
know it, put in your personal book, write down in a clarified way 
all prayers and everything. All whatever the Five Elements, Sri 
Chakra, and whatever I told you, get it done.  
Today I'm here, I don't know how long I'll be here, but you have to 
utilize me when I'm here. If I say so, that so, one day very shortly, 
will become so. If you're not loving, around the humanity, you're 
like an animal. You need to serve, help as much as you can. 
Doesn't matter you have the big knowledge, healing powers, 
whatever you have it, as much as you can serve the humanity, 
hugging them, and caring for them, then yes, you are a divine 
person, you are a divine soul, otherwise you're a spiritual 
criminal. Whatever you do, the practices, doing the meditation, 
japas – every japa meditation, every prayer you're counting on 
your mala, yes, that's coming in your account. How many people 
we fed in the Krishnadeva Raya function? 
 
Steven K:  More than one hundred thousand. 
 
Swami:  One hundred thousand means?  
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Steven K:  One lakh. 
 
Swami:  One lakh means? 
 
Steven K: One hundred thousand.  
 
Swami:  Ten million people isn't it?  
 
Steven K:  Mr. NagarPatrick said one hundred thousand were fed. 
 
Swami: One lakh people your Swami fed it. That I thought it but 
that's not my money, that's the last program - whole money I 
contributed to them. It's okay, that is the Boss order. But many 
idiots, they're criticizing the question marks, "He's doing this, he's 
doing this, he's doing this." Yes, you can ask Brett and Alexandra 
and Carla, how much money is coming in and going out. I never, 
ever touched the money. Keep feeding it. Safe zone. I have my 
own job. I'm busy on the work, and I make it to you, the job is to 
make you guys very strongly prepared, strongly my concentration 
is making you guys to come the healing techniques information in 
depth, the mechanism, the healing knowledge – that's the most 
important.  

First I need to know how much you know it. As a master, yes I 
have, maybe I think as a brotherly, as a friendly, I have a good 
command on you putting in a right system. Putting in a?  

Students: Right system.  

Swami: Right system, in sense, in a right characterism you have to 
come out. You no need to sleep in the darkness, and please don't 
keep me in the dark. It's okay my life… I'm tired, exhausted. One 
lakh people I feeded, and I keep monitoring high police security, 
and whole village they came here. Who has the video clippings? 
Anybody did it?  

Steven K: Yes.  
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Swami: You did it?  

Steven K: Yes.  

Swami: Let them show it tomorrow. You see it, it's an open proof. 
Some idiots unnecessarily making a question, doubts, question 
marks - it's not healthy. That type of characters don't… okay, you 
listen, leave it. Many people and many students, I got the tons of 
positive reports and negative reports but you're my kids, we're a 
family. Mistakes is a natural, ego… in Shirdi, in Baba museum is 
the big smoking pipes, how many smoking pipes he used it. Sorry 
Baba… I can't judge him, he's not avatar… he's a Boss. He's a Boss, 
our Boss - we're a peanuts, that's his style.  
So, please cooperate to me, and I'll cooperate to you. Whenever I 
come the knowledge in the group-wise to you guys, you be clarity, 
then I can able to explain to your mind in your level character- 
wise. Don’t do funny things. This is the very highest important 
period of time everybody has to learn the knowledge, the most 
highest, secret informations. So far, I kept everything very gently, 
crossing my heart I'm telling the truth, I will give the clarity, the 
divine clear information if you can able to understand, and to 
digest that, and which category you belong to be: A, B, C. I told 
you in the conference call. I love everybody, but how much you're 
mature, that’s point one.  Point two, how much you'll really be 
loyal and royal? Loyal and royal, I cannot criticize Baba is having 
a hookah, a big smoking pipe. Yes, also drinking a big soma. 
Soma? How you call that Ann?  
 
Monika T: Soma is a natural alcohol made from trees. 
 
Swami: Yes, read his history.  Yes, it's there. Sorry boss, it's okay 
because I don’t have the guts, I'm not eligible to criticize the boss' 
characterism. Many students, even they're criticizing even my 
characterism. Oh are they! Even they're around me ten, twelve 
years they're criticizing - shut down. Hun-uh. Peanuts. I'll give a 
name to anybody criticizing your boss Swami, Guru Parampara, 
I'll give the name to them, Peanuts. Oh, Peanut called. Peanut gave 
a message. Peanut gave an email. Oh good, they're a peanut. 
Peanut's friend is a peanut.  That's only final judgment. We cannot 
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say anything because of, they're nuts but you need to be enjoy, so 
you take it as a peanut, that's it.  
It's a natural. It's natural. Who cares, and I also care…leave it that. 
It will keep coming on. It will keep comes on. No, please, please, 
please try to be honest to Guru Parampara. It's my face-to-face 
request. Whatever you know the knowledge so far, I've given the 
bullets to you guys - you put on the paper. Let me look at it. You 
can test me and I'll test you too. "In Sri Chakra, so and so some 
prayers Swami, please can you explain?" Yes, I'm ready to answer 
to you. "In the JC Channel, so and so mantra, so and so prayer, 
please explain to me." Yes, I'm ready to explain to you - very open. 
The Five elements, the Sky mantra, Earth element explain." Yes, 
I'm ready to explain to you. "Please we want to have the proof you 
draw the Sri Chakra in front of us." Yes, I'm ready to draw in front 
of you. It's open, clear challenge, but the same time I'll expect from 
your side too, you be, also be honest with the Guru Parampara. 
That's my only request. That chapter is over. 
Second chapter: Helping the humanity, humanity in the sense of 
society. Today you are forty, fifty years, thirty, forty years, 
definitely one day you'll become old. There's a lot of sick people 
there, don't expect you'll be healthy always. Try to your friends, 
your family members around you guys, the people whoever, 
cooperate with them to help the humanity, otherwise, who cares 
who you have the highest healing powers, this and that 
knowledge. One lakh people, one hundred thousand people, the 
boss prasadam we fed in the Penukonda in the Krishnadeva Raya 
this five hundred years celebration. Of course I have big work and 
got stuck, that many people I gave the full order, "Yes, feed them. 
Take care of them, water, food, sanitary - full everybody." Yes, 
they enjoyed it. It's not a joke a hundred thousand - it's a history. 
One day you need to open that mystery to the people - always 
they are in the darkness. They don't know what's going on. You 
really have all video clippings man?  
 
Steven K: Yes.  
 
Swami: You sure?  
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Steven K: Yes.  
 
Swami: We'll give the CD to everybody. Let them look at it in 
their computers. Have a look at it. Everybody have a look. Fifteen 
bites after they ate it, how many varieties of the food they given it? 
Steven K:  Three, some days more. 
 
Swami: My capacity if I have the one variety – fifteen bites, twenty 
bites, one water bottle… They gave the water packets?  
 
Steven K: Yes.  
 
Swami: Crystal water?  
 
Steven K: Yes.  
 
Swami: Pure crystal water packet, yes. One bottle, fifteen bites, 
twenty bites, it's over, finish, happy, go out but they need it, they 
enjoy it - gone. One hundred thousand people, each person they 
speak at least five to ten people. It means five hundred go in the 
calculation. That is the reality world. I'm not buttering on myself. 
I'm saying – seva tatvam, seva gurunam - the helpism nature it's 
important, otherwise always, “You, your life, your family, your 
food, your car, your bank account, your money, this, this, only 
you, you, you. Forget about from today onwards you. You is me. 
You is me. If I want to give a little switch off – on, you can 
practically… we'll test it. We'll come in the subject in the miracles 
in the stages. There's no more about Monika T, Monika T is me. 
No more Monika T. Martin, no more Martin, he's over but 
everybody's over because I know everybody's personal mantras. 
Ah, ah, ah. Even many people they think, "Oh no, no, no, I don't 
like Swami. He's doing this, this, this."  But their power spot is 
here, and I know their personal mantras. If Swami's in a little 
mental mood, in avadhut mood, whatever the Guru Parampara 
will decide, it automatically decides, "No, you Boss… Baba let take 
care. Humbly surrender, you take care." He will definitely take 
care. He will definitely take care. That much confidence, 
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obedience, devotion, dedication, determination, you need to come 
out, otherwise I'm sorry to help you in any angle. Please promote 
the charity works in the globe. Tell to your friends, your family 
around you, anybody whatever you can. Life is very short, we 
need to help each others, otherwise it's a brutal thing.  
Spiritual side, knowledge side, experience wise, miracle wise, 
healing wise - my chapter. I’ll take care. I promise you! I’ll take 
care but, helping the society. Using the spirituality as a business 
wise - you are a criminal. Yes, you can charge for your time, if you 
are giving a healing, yes, ok, no problem. Openly, I’m giving the 
permission. Is it recording? Good. Yes, you can charge it, no 
problem but, be in the limit. Same time, help around you…some 
charity works. Guru Parampara tax…Baba tax…Swami tax, it’s a 
special tax. If you are not paying that tax, I know how to take that 
tax from you. I definitely will take the tax. Even if you hided it, 
kept it very secretly, Swami don’t know it…uh-huh. “I kept it very 
secretly this money…” I know how it will come out. I know how it 
will come out. That tax will automatically come out. Is it true Ted? 
 
Tobias: Yes.  
 
Swami:  Huh? 
 
Tobias:  Yes, it’s true, one hundred percent true.  
 
Swami:  One hundred percent? Ah…good. Good, good, good, 
good but whoever criticizes your Guru Parampara, your Swami, 
within a very short period they’ll be under super, danger playing 
with power. I won’t do it anything. Whatever the angels is around 
me, they will do it. Nobody have this information - automatically 
they will do it. It won’t leave it wherever they are, but it creates, 
they are buying the problems. Once, if the boss picture is there, or 
my picture is there, if they remove it, it starts…the game starts. I’m 
telling this very secret information. If they even removed my 
picture out, it starts. If they remove Baba picture out, starts. You 
cannot escape. Cannot? 
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Students:  Escape. 
 
Swami:  So, we are a family. It doesn’t matter what is your life, I 
don’t want to go in your life style too much in depth, but I won’t 
give permission. Of course you can talk tons of things, I don’t need 
to hide it in front of you, anything. Swami has an apple, banana, a 
glass of red wine, champagne, beautiful…he’s a Krishna, sixteen 
thousand girlfriends, ah yea thanks, right, good - they are their 
own comments, they’re ridiculous.  Before you are making a 
judgment on one character, for example, Martin. Ok, he’s eating 
good food, good physique, good man, ok be healthy. He’s, 
whenever he is a process, be in a strict diksha. Whenever he is not 
in the process, he have a couple glasses of the champagne, 
whatever it is, ok, relax. Have I ever cutted you, your happiness, 
Martin? 
 
Martin:  No. No. No. We were talking but you never cut it.  
 
Swami:  Free. Ok, go ahead man, life is short, make it sweet. Yes, 
your Swami that something your red wine, ooh, I don’t like it. You 
know, I’m very jealous on Germans. They promised me to bring a 
good red wine to me, some. I don’t want to tell the names 
publically. Some good red wine in my dinner in my lunch, Tobias 
is thinking…ohh - it’s not Tobias…maybe he also. It’s not a 
problem. It need to be…make your life smooth…no pressures. No 
pressures. No pressures. Make it everything come down, even if 
you tried it, if you keep tried it, if it want to go happen it will 
happen. If it don’t want to happen, it won’t happen without the 
divine grace unless you are clarity, wth dedicationally, 
surrendered.  
You think my talk will be very calm but there is lot of meaning in 
it. You can hear it tomorrow. Yes, if you dig it in depth, my each 
sentence there is a meaning it. There is a meaning in it. Every 
corner I keep coming. But, try to love…friendship, finally be as a 
family, your whole crew, whole your batch - be a family like a 
brothers and sisters, good friends, do or die. We will work for the 
truth, we will die for the truth, then even you can, there is a good 
chance you will change the globe, the belief system of the 
spiritualology, spiritualism, spirituality, whatever we call 
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Hinduism, Muslim, Bible, every, everything just one track. That’s 
important. If you think in your life how many good friends in 
your life you have it. I don’t think so how many friends you have 
it. Annette W? Do you believe your husband? Be honest. Baba is 
there. Yes, no?  That’s the only question.  
 
Annette W:  He’s honest.  
 
Swami:  Do you believe? You’re not answering me straight. Yes, 
no.  
 
Annette W:  Yes, I believe him.  
 
Swami:  He’s doing any mistakes? 
 
Annette W:  He speaks the truth. Umm… 
 
Swami:  Um. Um. Um. Um, ah-uh…what huh? 
 
Annette W:  He’s free. He’s not doing any mistakes.  
 
Swami:  Huh? 
 
Annette W:  He’s not doing any mistakes. 
 
Swami:  Who is secret his girlfriend, name? 
 
Annette W:  I have no idea. He never told.  
 
Swami:  It means you know he has a girlfriend.  
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Annette W:  Yes, I do.  
 
Swami:  But you say he is not doing any mistake? 
 
Annette W:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Ah Jesus. See girls, this is type of… but I do respect, he’s a 
good man. He’s really good man. Whoever they speak against on 
me, I know how to give the treatment to them. Once, Swami 
Kaleshwar virus is attack, is a very dangerous virus. Virus? I know 
how to get them on the track. Point is, he cannot escape. He 
cannot? 
 
Students:  Escape.  
 
Swami:  I’ll use my power whenever it is necessary on anybody 
on the planet. If they is going crazy, yes, I use it to become in good 
shape, not in a negative - that is a pledge to my boss, the Guru 
Parampara. If they are really going to be harm on the Guru 
Parampara mission, yes punishment will be there, order. I do not 
need to lie to you because of we are a family. I am not threatening, 
but I’m suggesting, be helpful, be loyal to your family. If you don’t 
like it, "I don’t like Swami," ok bye, leave it, over. But, harming 
somebody, once they keep doing it, I can’t do anything without 
Boss energy. Boss, he’s not an ordinary character. Don’t 
underestimate him. Don’t underestimate him. Be loyal. He’ll be 
loyal. I’ll be only just observer…ah, ok, good, good, good, good, 
good, good, good, good, good. You’re happy…good.  
He gave a chocolate…good. He gave a champagne bottle, also 
good. Ok, he gives a flower bouquet, good. You cannot pay it, ok 
come. You pay, ok, put on the social works, the charity works, take 
care of it but, how much you learned the knowledge is the most 
important and how much mature you got it in the life, every 
second clock is running out. It means you are walking to the death 
very soon. I have to die one day. You also have to die one-day 
guys. We are walking to our final destination. Before the 
destination, what you done it, that’s important. Otherwise, why 
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we need to live on the planet? It’s nonsense. You have to create, 
establish some divine clarity before you go, at least a few people. 
Then your life will be full privilege.  Full?  
 
Students: Privilege.  
 
Swami: Fruitful, put it that way. I will train you, but you have to 
come in my track, I’ll come to your track. There is only two casts, 
two religions, in the planet - one is the rich and one is the poor, 
that’s it! Rich, poor - middle they don’t care. Rich people, 
everybody admire, that is the society today. A lady come with her 
diamonds, her necklace, all the things, she came in the Rolls Royce 
and everything, everybody putting the flags and buttering on her. 
A rich man, yes but he is a very big stupid - sometimes, many 
times, ego. A poor man, even if he have a lot of knowledge, if he 
comes torn, and a little dirty clothes they won’t even allow him. 
Practically, I experienced it.  
On the day, I’m sorry to say to my Boss, our Boss, he always Fakir. 
Fakir means beggar. I’m a student of a beggar, but he is a Kabir. 
Kabir means just a man. He’s a Kabir, even Lord Maha Lakshmi is 
entering into his Dwarkamai, he said, “Wait outside.” She asked 
on the lighting festival day, “ Why man, I’m coming inside of your 
Dwarkamai, why are you not allowing me?” “I don’t like you.” 
Yes, read the Guru Charita, it is there, Sai Satcharitra. She asked, 
“Why Baba, you are not inviting me inside?”  “Once if you enter 
the ego automatically starts up. You’ll give a lot of wealth to me, 
then my ego will go up, then I’ll go crazy. Let me be as a Fakir, as 
a beggar.” It means…and he asked one thing, “Whoever enter in 
front of my statue, and especially in Dwarkamai, whoever entered 
they never ever face any problems, and bless them with reality. 
Give highest reality to them in their life.” She blessed it, “Ok, 
Baba, I’m going out.”   “Get out.”  
But this place is born with the Sri Chakra, Lakshmi place. This 
place is the Lakshmi place. Whoever touch this ground, touch this, 
enter this Mandir…is an open secret, a confidential secret - nobody 
don’t know where the confidential secret is. Whoever enter it 
inside automatically Maha Lakshmi she attack as a virus, no 
problems. Believe it Gustav? I know you’re sleepy huh? 
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Gustav: I believe it.  
 
Swami:  What you believe it?  
 
Gustav:  I’m coming here I lost everything. Maha Lakshmi took 
everything. I was very poor, 100 rupees a week, now I have 
money. Lakshmi is coming, so I can tell.  
 
Swami:  You think your Swami is talking a little aggressively, but 
I’m scanning a lot of faces. It’s true. The main Maha Mula Maha 
Sri Chakra is buried there.  
Swami is pointing to the slate of marble in front of the stairs of the Baba 
stage. 
 
You can see that slate especially with a golden sheet, is more than 
Adi Shankaracharya – powerful…is buried there, nine feet, two 
inches down… nine feet, two inches down. It is there! True! Boss, 
in front of him I’m a small flower. I’m doing my job. I’m a small 
flower to his feet. I do respect, I do humbly pranam even though 
sometimes I have a little fighting with him, wrestling.  But I can’t 
win it, you know?  He’s the strongest guy. “It’s ok Baba, Fighting. 
Straight, arguing. He did that; I do this.” I don’t care. He advise, 
“Go highest luxury.” I don’t want to go luxury. Swear on his feet, 
believe it or not.  Majority, where I sleep Tobias? 
 
Tobias:  Sometimes you just sleep on towel on the floor in front of 
Jesus. We have to force you to get on a mattress, but you prefer the 
floor.  
 
Swami:  I put a little towel. I sleep there. The Boss Jesus…ok, I 
sleep on the floor. I have a queen bed, but I sleep on the floor. Can 
you believe it? I put out some candles as lighting, I’m sleeping on 
the floor in front, just his feet. How much distance?  
 
Tobias:  Two, three feet.  
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Swami:  His lights, his flames is pouring on me. I sleep there, 
thanks Boss, right sleeping there. Only simple one towel, like this 
type of towel on the floor. Everybody think, maybe Swami is 
enjoying a huge luxury life, Nein! No! No, no, no, no…na, na, na, 
no but I like music, I’m on my job. Even the music keep running, I 
keep reading, reading, reading the palm leaf books with a 
magnifying glass and high problems, high pressures, and I 
just…the tears keeps coming, and keep punching, punching, 
punching, punching… Be sure, be accurate, anybody on the planet 
one day, anybody comes, need to be clarity. I’m on my job. Try to 
be in your job too. That job is to making the development in 
you’re…you are a family guys…if I really open the doors, if I 
started giving the darshan and the interviews…  
He said one hundred thousand people, you can watch it again in 
the television, play tomorrow. You won’t have that much time to 
speak with your Swami, and your Swami will not be available that 
much easily to you. I don’t care. It’s not a ego problem about if 
you’re wealthy, your name and fame…I like your heart. You write 
whatever you know, the knowledge, on the book clearly all the 
points. If I repeated it again, you go again re-started thinking it. 
No. We’ll see. Write it. Be strong unity. I think everybody pledged 
it, each of us. Hello? 
 
Students:  Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami:  I know I’m boring you guys. 
 
Students:  No.  
 
Swami:  Your Swami leading a very gentle simple life. Myuri, can 
you able to sleep like a top of this type of towel on the floor? 
 
Myuri:  Yes, in front of Jesus.  
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Swami:  Do you know how many nights I’ve sleep? Nobody don’t 
know that secret.  Patrick, is it true or not?  
 
Patrick: It’s true Swami.  
 
Swami:  Be honest, cross your heart. 
 
Patrick:  Cross my heart, it’s true.  
 
Swami:  Terry? 
 
Terry:  Yes, many nights you’ve sleep there…many, many.  
 
Swami:   It’s a true, yes. Who cares if I had one bottle, I drank it of 
red wine, I vomit it. My stomach is little small capacity. One glass 
is ok. Second glass, fine. Third glass, uncomfortable. Fourth glass, 
vomiting. That is the life. Who cares? That’s my capacity, one, two, 
good - no third, uh-hun. Yell, wait, wait, wait, wait…sleep, sleep, 
sleep, sleep, sleep.   
But, anyhow I’m in the dieting program. Pretty good I lost weight, 
I think huh? But still I want to lose more weight. I lost thirteen 
kilos. Yes again, seven kilos my target, shhhhwwwt, come down. 
Right now, your Swami is fifty-nine…kilos. Before is seventy-nine. 
Now, shhhwwt, graph is fall off. Yes. Why, Swami, you need to 
teach about spirituality, you are talking about your weight? Who 
cares about it? We are a family just we’re sharing it. Yes, indirectly 
I’m telling to fatty girls, and the fatty guys to lose the weight. I am 
doing it - you should also do it. That is your subject. That is 
indirectly my message. There’s a tons of girls here that I can’t say 
the names, eating, eating, eating, eating. What eating? How far 
eating? What eating, eating, eating and gaining weight? It’s ok. It’s 
not my business, but it’s my business - yes!  
I look at some guys how they gained it, like a buffalos, that type is 
buffalos; how can we do it? Hardly they are walking and sweating 
- no. They have to lose the weight too. This is a spiritual center, 
yes…light, light, light, light, go, be fresh up. They sell the food. 
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Randomly I come to the Annapurna, the canteen, then I look, “Oh, 
how is the food?” “Oh, excellent, marvelous.” Then I look at their 
plate how much they have it on their plate. It’s a pile of the food. It 
is a pile, like food they…Baba? Jesus? How am I going to help 
them? They keep, and they have the coca cola there…eating, 
eating, eating…No, no, no, no, no. Do your height, perfect weight, 
good health, clarity-mind - go. Gaining weight is not a big deal. 
No. 
I told you guys I’m going to be Kung Fu on you guys…Karate and 
Kung Fu. So just I begin, little started. I’m sorry. Just I started. I’ll 
put the fasting program too - no more food anywhere. Store is 
closed, hut is closed, Annapurna is closed - light fruits available 
only. Light fruits. Ten days you will come one level. Some people 
already are working the intelligence report. Tomorrow, including 
with me, we’re all coming on the scale…everybody waiting, 
writing down this much weight, ok within ninety days how much 
kilos you going down? Including with me, yes, yea. 
Next…Monika T must first start. Everybody, how many kilos, 
ninety days, ok. Give your own time, ninety days, how many 
kilos? Has to go down. Then I’ll open the Annapurna canteen very 
openly, yes. Otherwise, permanently dismissed from the ashram 
and removing the apartment too, no more apartment. Even if you 
look at the Jill and Brett…um-hum…I know they heard it, and 
they will definitely attack on me. I’m in the Jesus temple - no tight 
security there. Yes, you need to maintain. You need to? 
 
Students:  Maintain. 
 
Swami:  You need to order the food. The food should not order on 
you. Make a caption. You should not…the food cannot dictate on 
you…no! No. Na, na, no. Be healthy, and in a couple days later I’ll 
give you free time. Be honest, then I’ll come in front of you. The 
Guru Parampara will take care of you. Please try to be honest. 
That is only my request. Good luck. Have a nice dreams… and try 
to think about your weight. Bye! Take care. 
 

End of Talk 
 


